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In the field of Music Data Mining, Mood and Topic information has been considered 

as a high level metadata. The extraction of mood and topic information is difficult but is 

regarded as very valuable. The immense growth of Web 2.0 resulted in Social Tags being 

a direct interaction with users (humans) and their feedback through tags can help in 

classification and retrieval of music. One of the major shortcomings of the approaches 

that have been employed so far is the improper filtering of social tags. This thesis delves 

into the topic of information extraction from songs’ tags and lyrics. The main focus is on 

removing all erroneous and unwanted tags with help of other features. The hierarchical 

clustering method is applied to create clusters of tags. The clusters are based on semantic 

information any given pair of tags share. The lyrics features are utilized by employing 

CLOPE clustering method to form lyrics clusters, and Naïve Bayes method to compute 

probability values that aid in classification process. The outputs from classification are 

finally used to estimate the accuracy of a tag belonging to the song.  The results obtained 

from the experiments all point towards the success of the method proposed and can be 

utilized by other research projects in the similar field.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction  

1.1 Background and Motivation 

In the recent few decades, we have seen a drastic transformation in the field of Music 

data handling and storage. Instead of having multiple tapes and cassettes, it is now 

possible to store the complete collection of several artists on a single handheld device. 

With this digital revolution, both in hardware devices and online availability of music, 

the challenge that appeared was how to access and mine this data in a way that is both 

convenient and takes human logic into account. Data Mining is a field to process data 

using sophisticated data search capabilities and statistical algorithms to discover patterns 

and correlations in large databases. Music Data Mining is a branch of data mining that 

focuses on extracting valuable information from the music related data and utilizing that 

information to build systems to cater different user needs such as retrieval and 

classification of music.  

 Early research in the field of music information retrieval was aimed towards 

finding similarity among pieces of music using their acoustic features. The example of 

such works can be seen in (Logan & Solomon, 2001), (Cooper & Foote, 2002) etc. The 

initial work was done using classical instrumental music; the work was then extended to 

other types of music. Audio data mining has been effective since, but still lacks in using 

vocal audio and transcribing it into words. Hence, when it came to mood and topic 

related information the research kept going for additional features. 
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The metadata for a song could be the genre, artist name, release year, composer 

etc. To organize and retrieve songs more effectively, music psychology is involved. The 

focus of research turns to extraction of high level features, for using them as metadata. 

The task is challenging because of the fact that most high level features have an implicit 

presence in the music data. The examples of high level features of a song are emotion and 

mood expressed by the song and topic of the song. The psychological models such as 

(Hevner, 1936) and (Schlosberg, 1952) were used as reference to see the range of 

emotions and moods. Chapter 3 discusses more of these models along with low 

dimensional graphical representations of emotion. In the early phases of research, the 

high level information extraction results were not satisfactory because of the lack of 

proper resources and techniques. The lyrical meaning became too complex for the 

machine to read and make sense. The semantic distance made it difficult to have a 

definite research question and therefore the goal was unclear.  

With the emergence of Web 2.0, which gained a lot of popularity, there was an 

immeasurable amount of user participation. On social platforms general users started to 

share their opinions, views and many other information in form of keywords, phrases and 

sometimes plain text. The knowledge is now easy to understand by the machine. The 

downside to the Web 2.0 revolution is the high amount of noise that came with it. The 

user submitted data related to song information is very useful but it comes with 

information that is either not required or is incorrect. The motivation for this thesis comes 

from the researchers who would like to use the online resources but want the resources to 

be clean and narrowed down to the required set.  
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 In this thesis, we delve into the mood and topic extraction aspect of music data 

mining. The work done in this aspect of field has been fairly recent. For all types of 

music resources, three major features are used in the field of music information 

extraction: 

1. Audio features  

2. Lyrics features 

3. Social tags 

As discussed earlier, the audio features have always been used predominantly. 

The acoustic features have been applied for music style recognition, genre 

categorization, similarity and emotion detection (Li & Ogihara, 2004). The 

drawbacks of using audio features include lack of accuracy for large datasets and 

restricted application. Lyrics features were used to aid the audio features and later 

used independently to compare the results. The field of text mining has evolved over 

the years. Hence, lyrics are now considered a great source to extract music 

information. The majority of lyrics lack proper structure and grammar, and several 

words in the lyrics do not match with standard dictionaries.  

With the dawn of new millennium, Web 2.0 allowed social tags to be an intricate 

feature in music data mining research. The drawback of Web 2.0 was the inevitable 

noise, causing the results to not reach the desired mark. As discussed in chapter 3, 

various attempts were made to use hybrid of two of the three features, but yet results 

were good for certain categories and poor for others.  
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The music data mining has two major goals, Music Information Retrieval and 

Music Classification. Mood and Topic have both been recognized as important 

metadata for the retrieval and classification aspect. Music Information Retrieval has 

become more demanding because datasets are larger and user queries are getting 

more and more specific. Similar for classification, as predefined categories are not 

consistent, we need to come up with dynamic classes that can help other applications 

and ultimately the user. 

For both retrieval and classification if we want to use high level features, then 

user involvement is necessary. Since the resource is offered by humans, the high level 

features are more clear and understandable for users to retrieve music. In the thesis, 

we focus on filtering tags by removing not only the noise present in the tags but also 

narrowing down the collection to the tags that impart the mood and topic information. 

This is done by using clustering algorithms and with the help of lyrics features. There 

has been work done in this field but there is dearth of state-of-the-art work in the 

field.  

The Web 2.0 website used in this thesis is Last.fm, which is a popular and 

contains a large number of tags and is regularly visited by a large number of users. 

The tags that a user submits are based on different perspectives, e.g. genre, album, 

artist name, mood, release year, topic etc. The noise such as misspelled tags, 

abbreviations, personal subjective opinions of the user towards the song, numerical 

tags are also inherent in the tags submitted by the user. The tags that contradict the 

mood and topic also exist, for instance happy and sad may occur in the same song. 
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Now even though both tags may have been validly labeled, by using additional 

resources we can estimate probability values of the tags that represent the song. 

As evident by early experimentation, the task is challenging to build a method 

lyrics features were incorporated to bolster the algorithm. The lyrics will provide an 

extra reference for tags, so that if any noisy tag was not removed by standard 

procedure, the lyrics feature will catch it and make the result more accurate. Lyrics 

are chosen because of their close relation to the mood and topic of a song and it is an 

easily available resource. For our task we used www.azlyrics.com, a well-known 

website that provides a large amount of lyrics that can be accessed through 

artist/album/song name. 

1.2 Framework 

The study showed that a method needs to be proposed that can identify true social tags 

required for the classification. The framework is then prepared which will be explained in 

this subsection along with the help of a figure. After observing the tags in Last.fm, the 

first step was clear, i.e., identifying all the tags that have spelling mistakes, abbreviations 

etc. The users when submitting tags are not always careful and the mistakes in tags are 

inevitable. To recognize and fix the errors we needed a dictionary, for which we chose 

WordNet, a popular lexical database used by researchers in field of data mining, semantic 

web etc. The version 3.0 of WordNet consists of 155,287 words organized in 117,659 

synsets and 206,941 word-sense pairs. WordNet was able to provide possible correct 

candidates for an erroneous tag. To select the correct one we used Metaphone, a phonetic 

algorithm that picked up the common mistakes made due to similar sounding words. For 
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instance words containing sounds made by ck and k, ph and f etc. are often confused. The 

inverse transformation of Metaphone algorithm can solve the issue of similarly 

pronounced words. 

 Now that the errors made by user regarding the spelling of the tags and using 

abbreviations are taken care of using WordNet and string transformations. We move on 

to the next step which is to recognize and remove tags that are not related to mood and 

topic at all. The tags like song’s genre information, artist/album names, year released etc. 

would be handled. Also opinion tags that describe what an individual user may think 

about the song are needed to be recognized and subsequently removed. This part can be 

tricky and in chapter 4 we discuss the techniques we employed to remove tags as 

accurately as possible.  

 The next challenge of ascertaining whether the tags of a song really belong to the 

mood and topic of the song was handled as follows. The concept applied was that, 

knowledge of the general class of song’s mood and topic information would help in 

ascertaining whether or not the tags belonged to that song. For instance, a general class 

could represent happiness, then tags like cheerful, delight, joy etc. tags would be 

automatically considered acceptable. The extra tags just add details to an already 

established general mood and topic. The aforementioned categorization is possible if we 

have general categories for possible moods and topics. Using the semantic knowledge 

provided by tags we automatically generate categories rather than predefined set of 

categories. The module used to evaluate the similarity of tags we used 

WordNet::Similairity. The cluster generation is done by employing hierarchical 

clustering method; the clusters are seen as general category. 
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Figure 1.1: Complete framework of the method proposed. 

  

The next part as visualized in the framework diagram is classifying the songs to 

the corresponding class. The lyrics features were utilized for solving the issue. The 

literature review suggested using CLOPE (Yang et al., 2002) clustering method and 

Probabilistic classifier (Lewis, 1998) would give better classification results. We were 

able to compute probability values like probability of a class given a song.  

 Also last part of our method was to obtain probability values of a class given the 

lyric and the similarity between the tag and other words in the class. This finally gave us 

a probability value of a tag being actually correct. The threshold value is set accordingly 

to get the best results. The framework shown in Figure 1.1 shows how the data transition 

takes place from training and test data through different steps mentioned above. 
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 The next chapter will introduce the tools that were used to represent the data, 

apply and visualize the clustering algorithms and to perform results evaluation. Chapter 3 

is a thorough literature review of the field. Chapter 4 discusses the proposed method 

along with the algorithm and probability equations to explain the framework discussed in 

Figure 1.1. Chapter 5 focuses on experiment and results data obtained by following the 

proposed method and using the data. Finally chapter 6 concludes the thesis with 

summarizing the goals achieved and possible applications for the method. 

 

1.3 Contribution 

This thesis proposes a methodology to improve the performance of Music Information 

Retrieval systems and Music Classification systems. The purpose is to introduce a novel 

approach for the systems that currently exist and systems that are under development to 

employ and achieve higher accuracy in the handling of online resources. The user-

interaction through web applications in the form of social tags, comments, lists etc. 

provides high level information. This high level information can be considered as a vital 

resource for future work of Music Information Retrieval systems.  The improper filtering 

of tags and lack of supporting features often leads to the poor performance of systems 

based on tags. The method proposed here analyzes, organizes and retrieves data with 

faster, scalable and effective techniques. The filtering process of tags developed in this 

thesis employs lyrics feature and various data mining techniques. The focus has been 

towards developing methods that can be used in an automated retrieval system thereby, 

avoiding any manual annotation. 
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The results suggest a high recall and reliable precision and hence, encourage other 

retrieval systems to employ the proposed method. To conclude this chapter we can 

confidently claim that, we have a robust, scalable and efficient method that has improved 

results than the contemporary methods employed for recognition and filtering of tags.  
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Chapter 2 

RapidMiner 

In the field of data mining, when you have a large amount of data, it is difficult to analyze 

data sources considering the increasing complexity of the data. The commercial approach 

to this issue is resorting to costly software that can provide and predict data behavior and 

hence enable the user to make rightfully measured decisions. For research purposes we 

have to find a software that is Open Source and highly effective in its performance. After 

some research, RapidMiner was found to be the best available tool that meets the 

requirements of this thesis.   

 In brief, RapidMiner was developed in 2001 under the direction of Prof. Dr. 

Katharina Morik at University of Dortmund. The project was known as YALE (Yet 

Another Learning Environment) in its early phases. The software has been progressively 

improving since, and now it consists of more than 500 operators. The list of operations 

that can be performed using RapidMiner includes data processing, text mining, web 

mining, time series analysis, opinion analysis etc. RapidMiner has several advantages 

over contemporary data mining software. RapidMiner not only contains all the functions 

and methods available in any contemporary software but also has a better user interface 

and better visualization of data and processes.  

 RapidMiner 5.0, the latest version of the series, is the one we used for the thesis. 

The important attributes that RapidMiner encompasses and due to which we selected the 

tool for our method are as follows: 
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 The tool has a great user interface, as it is developed using Java code. The tool 

allows flexibility in terms of process generation from operators as the 

representation is done by “operator trees” and internally it is represented by XML 

to check for any format adjustment requirement. 

 Along with the outstanding modeling techniques, a lot of preprocessing work can 

be performed using RapidMiner. This was not possible in any other open source 

data mining software e.g. Weka. The preprocessing phase is a time consuming 

part of data mining work and RapidMiner enabled with us to save the time and 

hence get faster results. 

 Another impressive feature that has been included in the recent version of the 

software is the optimization of memory usage. This attribute allows the software 

to perform large number of data analysis and transformations with faster speed 

and minimum load on the memory. 

 Another important feature is the data connectivity; the sources nowadays range 

from SQL servers to Microsoft Access to Microsoft Excel and so on. RapidMiner 

shows capability of connecting to all different data sources and give effective 

results.  

The Rapid-I community is online for all the updates, tutorials as well as for 

downloading extensions and plug-ins for the software. The following figures show some 

screenshots and we can see the different functionalities. In Figure 2.1, we can see the 

welcome screen with the menu bar. The Perspectives buttons give us the option to switch 

to design view, workplace view and back to welcome screen. The Actions include “New” 

to start a new process, “Open Recent” to provide a list of recently accessed processes, 
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“Open” to open the repository browser and “Open Template” to give us options of 

template analysis processes, “Online Tutorial” takes you directly to the tutorial page, it is 

highly recommended for beginners. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1: The welcome screen for RapidMiner 
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The design perspective is shown below in Figure 2.2. On the left hand side the 

figure shows Operators and Repositories View; this section provides a large selection of 

operators that are efficiently classified and can be involved in the current process by 

double clicking. The operators can be searched by the giving keywords in the search box. 

In the center, the figure displays the Process View that shows the various processes and 

their interconnections. The Parameter view on the right hand side allows changing the 

parameters to gather different results and choose the best settings for the experiment. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2: Design Perspective in RapidMiner 
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The Figure 2.2 is an actual screenshot from the lyrics classification process that 

was performed using RapidMiner. The steps starting from preprocessing to clustering all 

can be seen in a single view. The results were generated by running the process. The 

syntax was constantly checked and any mistake was immediately flagged by the 

software.
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Chapter 3 

Related Work 

 

3.1 Survey of Text Mining 

Before we jump into high level music features and online social tagging, we will give 

some background in text mining as lyrics used in this thesis are set of text documents. 

Lyric Mining is a specific application of the Text Mining theory in which we extract 

information from lyrical text data. We will be looking into the techniques used for Text 

Mining and how they have developed over the period of time.  

Text Mining methodology emerged in the mid of 1980s but it has recently 

advanced in the last ten years as a powerful field. This advancement can be credited to 

the exponential increase in the amount of documents that are available in digital format. 

Almost 80% of information is currently stored as text. The requirement to organize, 

systemize and categorize this data is what led to the strengthening of text mining. The 

field’s progress has been noticeable in both the research and the industrial field 

(Sebastiani, 2002). 

This survey will focus on how the research community is handling text mining. 

The primary approach has been Machine Learning techniques. The learning model has 

the basic underlying concept of “a general inductive process using a set of pre-classified 

documents to build an automatic text classifier”. We will focus on Text Categorization as 

it shares the traits of Machine Learning and Information Retrieval, thus giving the perfect 
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instance of Text Mining. Text Categorization has been defined by (Sebastiani, 

2002) mathematically as:  

Text categorization  is the task of assigning a Boolean value to each pair (dj  , ci)ϵ D x C, 
where D is a domain of documents and C= {c1,c2,……..,c|c|} is a set of predefined categories. 
A  value  T  is  assigned  to  (dj,ci)  indicates  a decision  to  file  dj under  ci, while  a  value  F 
indicates a decision not to file dj under ci. The task is to approximate the unknown target 
function ɸ: D x C → {T,F} by means of a func on Ф: D x C → {T,F}   called the classifier 
such that ɸ and Ф coincide as much as possible.  

 

We will now look into some of the classical and popular methods of building the 

inductive text classifiers. The concept of classification (selecting suitable 

category/categories for a document) depends on the relevance of that document. This 

relevance is expressed by the category status value (CSV) function. CSVk(dj) amounts the 

relevance of the document dj to the category ck: 

The classification can be categorized as hard (fully automated) and soft (semi-

automated) based on the quality of training data available. If the training data needs some 

contextual information it is better to follow semi-automated classification. The CSV 

function takes up different roles for different classifiers as we will see in the discussion 

below.  

In hard classification we can define the function CSVk similar to the soft 

classification but followed by definition of threshold τi such that CSVk(dj) τk		is inferred 

as true and CSVk(dj) τk is inferred as false. Let us see how CSV is viewed by 

probabilistic classifiers: 
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 Probabilistic Classifiers: They interpret CSVi(dj) in terms of ( | )i jP c d


, i.e. the 

probability of a document being represented by a vector jd


= 1 | |,.........,j T jw w  of 

terms belonging to ci, and this is calculated by application of Bayes’ Theorem by 

( ) ( | )
( | )

( )
i j i

i j

j

P c P d c
P c d

P d





  

The problem that possible vectors for jd


 is a large number is solved by assuming no 

two coordinates in vector jd


  
are statistically dependent. The classifiers 

implementing this assumption are called Naïve Bayes classifiers. 

| |

1

( | ) ( | )
T

j i k i
k

P d c P w c





 

The most popular probabilistic approach to Text Categorization can be seen in 

papers such as (Li and Jain, 1998), (Liu and Lv, 2005), (Meena and Chandran, 2009) 

etc. The Binary Independence Model allows us to compute the probability of a 

document’s presence in a certain class without the requirement of the probability of 

the document itself. If binary valued vector representation is used for documents, we 

observe the following in Text Categorization; the document space is divided into  ic  

and ic  such that we get the following equations as shown below:                   

| | | |

1 1

log ( | ) log ( ) log log(1 ) log ( )
1

T T
ki

i j i kj ki j
k kki

p
P c d P c w p P d
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| | | |
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Here kip  stands for ( 1| )kx iP w c . The binary independence permits the classifier to 

search through infinite number of documents without the requirement of calculating the 

probability of each classification, (Lewis, 1998). Further research in probabilistic 

classifiers confronted the tasks of “lowering the independence assumption”, “for vectors 

not necessarily being binary valued”, “lead to document length normalization” etc. We 

have used Naïve Bayes approach in our method for lyrics classification, the probability 

values evaluation is shown in the next chapter. 

Other commonly used text categorization approaches are Decision Tree Classifiers 

(DT), Regression Methods, Rocchio Methods, Examples based Classifiers, Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) etc.  

 

3.2 Concept of Emotion and Mood 

Before we survey Lyrics Mining in depth we need to understand the concept of emotion 

and mood. The New Oxford American Dictionary defines emotion as “a natural 

instinctive state of mind deriving from one’s circumstances, mood, or relationships with 

others,” “any of the particular feelings that characterizes such a state of mind” and it 

defines mood as “a temporary state of mind or feeling”. Based on these definitions we 

can draw the conclusion that emotion is instinctive, occurs with full awareness of mind 

and the object is often present, whereas mood is persistent, occurs with little awareness of 

mind and the object is never present. 
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For a long period of time, music information has been categorized using metadata 

like artist, genre, composer, date etc. Recently studies have shown that for highly 

effective and operational music information retrieval systems, the metadata discussed 

above is not sufficient. (Futrelle & Downie, 2002) specified the need for contextual 

information along with the other basic information. (Lee & Downie, 2004) suggested the 

need for not only context metadata but associative and relational metadata. The survey 

also used the “public information-seeking” behaviors for reviews, ratings etc. 

 

3.3 Early models of mood and emotion words 

In early stages of research, the work for music information appraisal focused more on the 

ontologies designed by using emotional adjectives and labels that are commonly used (for 

example passionate, sad, satisfying etc.). We will quickly discuss some of the categorical 

models like (Hevner, 1936), (Schlosberg, 1952) to present their ideas on human emotions 

and how the models visualized this information. 

(Hevner, 1936) was the first to experiment with 450 listeners to 26 samples of 

classical music and for each sample choose from one of the 66 adjectives that felt 

appropriate. The 66 adjectives were then distributed into 8 groups in circular fashion 

(Figure 3.1). The emotions steadily change as we move across the circle. Hevner’s 

motive for the experiments was to equate the score samples and the adjective groups 

picked by the listener. 
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Figure 3.1: Hevner’s adjective model 

 

(Schlosberg, 1952) described the model in a circular style resembling the Hevner 

Model organization of the emotional words as seen in Figure 3.2. The model used Ekman 

emotional words (Ekman, 1982), namely anger, fear, happiness, disgust, surprise and 

sadness, with “sad” being changed to “contempt”.      

 

Figure 3.2: Schlosberg’s facial expression categories 
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3.4 Higher Dimensional models for mood and emotion words 

A highly popular model suggests that emotions can be identified in a continuous 

multidimensional space. The most effective dimensions would be Valence-Arousal and 

Dominant-Submissive as discussed in (Russell, 1980) and (Thayer, 1989). We will 

discuss both Russell and Thayer’s model shortly. The dimensions can be more than two, 

for instance (Wedin, 1972) studied and recognized three dimensions, Intensity vs. 

Softness, Pleasantness vs. Unpleasantness and Solemnity vs. Triviality. 

Russell’s model categorizes 28 emotion words in a valence by arousal axes (see 

Figure 3.3). The x-axis is valence that spans between happy and unhappy and arousal that 

spans between activity and inactivity. Russell model has been followed by researchers 

like (Schubert, 1996), (Laurier et al., 2008) etc.  

Thayer model is modeled after Russell model, it has a two dimensional emotion 

mapping with x-axis spanning through energy and tiredness whereas y-axis spanning 

through calmness and stress (see Figure 3.4).  
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Figure 3.3: Russell’s model with two dimensions 

 

Figure 3.4: Thayer’s Model having four mood clusters
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3.5 Collection Emotion and Mood Labels 

For researching large data sets of music it is not always possible to obtain a data set with 

labels. There are multiple ways to collect the labels which we will discuss in this section. 

The obvious one would be Manual Labeling by single or multiple humans. This approach 

has been used by (Li & Ogihara, 2003), (Yang & Lee, 2004) etc. These papers worked on 

audio pieces but the intention was similar to our goal which is to ultimately reach the 

emotion and mood categories. The results for these papers brought out some of the 

drawbacks with human labeling method. The most crucial one was the conflicting nature 

of the labels. The labels are subjective to different human perceptions of the music data. 

The recently popular method for collecting the labels has been Social Tags. There 

is a huge online society which is continuously expanding and has members expressing 

their views on various songs and music pieces. Last.fm is an example of people providing 

labels which can be used to estimate emotion and mood. The drawback with this 

approach would be the noise in the tags. For instance, tags regarding the year of song 

release, title of the album will not impart any information towards mood and emotion 

classification. The Social Tagging approach has been made more interesting by involving 

games to collect the tags. Examples for that would be (Law et al., 2007) – TagATune, 

(Mandel & Ellis, 2007) – MajorMiner etc. 
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3.6 Examples of Music Information Retrieval Systems 

3.6.1 Lyrics based 

In the field of Music Data Mining, lyrics haven’t been used to their full potential. In 

terms of extracting the emotion and mood information, lyrics are equally effective if not 

better than audio. We will discuss some of the major MIR works using lyrics as primary 

data set. (Logan et al., 2004) in which the authors semantically analyzed the lyrics to 

determine music similarity. The technique used was Probabilistic Latent Semantic 

Analysis (PLSA). The method converted each document to a characteristic vector and 

measured the distance in the vector space. The results obtained from the experiments 

were compared to acoustic counterparts and even though the result weren’t better, a 

combination of both methods was suggested.  

(Li and Ogihara, 2004) studied use of semi supervised learning from different 

information sources. They studied different lyric features other than the most commonly 

used bag of words. The paper discussed the possibility of using function words, POS 

statistics, orthographic features etc.  

Another MIR work using lyrics was (Dhanaraj and Logan, 2005) where the 

purpose was to identify and predict hit songs. The analysis of lyrics was done by using 

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) in which each lyric was converted to a 

vector that expressed the tendency of the song to be about a pre-learnt topic. Their results 

concluded the lyric feature being more effective than acoustic features. 
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3.6.2 Tags Based 

A fairly recent feature that has been introduced to the field of MIR is Social Tags. Music 

Listeners all around the world can provide the information about the music, lyrics, 

emotion, mood etc. of the song on a common platform. 

Currently, the largest and commonly used website for obtaining tags is Last.fm. In 

the paper by (Levy & Sandler, 2007) tags from last.fm and mystrands.com were used. 

The paper showed the effectiveness of tags for purpose of music similarity and its future 

uses as music metadata. (Geleijnse et al., 2007) used Last.fm to collect tags for 

classifying, clustering and categorizing songs into genres. The experiments were done 

with 224 artists and 100 nearest neighbors. The work focused on contributing a ground 

truth for artist similarity and tags. 

Thus, social tags are the way to the future, like mentioned in Section 3.5, various 

interactive games have been developed to get more users to contribute tags and enhance 

the MIR performances.   

3.7 Examples of Music Mood Classification 

3.7.1 Lyrics based 

The use of lyrics as features independent of acoustic features is a fairly recent trend in 

music mood classification. (Besson et al., 1998) mentions, psychological science showed 

that lyrics had extra contextual information that can help to understand the real emotion 

and mood behind a song.  (Juslin & Laukka, 2004) claims that 29% of the listeners have 

acknowledged the fact that lyrics play an important role in defining mood and emotion of 
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a song. The papers discussed in this section uphold the point that lyrics are a useful 

feature when we are trying to extract high level information. 

We will discuss two papers, (Hu, Chen & Yang, 2009) and (He et al., 2008), to 

show the text oriented mining systems. (He et al., 2008) employed three different types of 

preprocessing  methods. The bag of words features were analyzed in unigrams, bigrams 

and trigrams. Three feature representation models tf-idf, absolute term frequency and 

Boolean were used. The experiments included using Naïve Bayes, maximum entropy 

classification and support vector machines in which maximum entropy coupled with 

unigram, bigram and trigram gave best classification accuracy. 

Now we will look into (Hu, Chen & Yang, 2009) and discuss mood clustering 

using lyrics. The language of the songs in the paper is Chinese but the method is effective 

for any language. The initial feature extraction didn’t use bag of words but instead 

recognized a substantial set of Chinese affect words and mapped each work to a point in a 

2-D real space. The initial level was generated by translating Affective Norms for English 

Words (ANEW) into Chinese. There were approximately 1000 words in the first level to 

which 2000 more synonyms were added hence the total collection spread out to 3000 

words.  Since they used seven labelers and kept only those songs in which at least six 

labelers agreed so the number of songs reduced from 1000 to 400. The experiment 

resulted with some high proximity to human perception which was measured using F-

scores.  
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3.7.2 Tags Based 

As mentioned in the introduction, the amount of work done in this field is rare and there 

is a lack of state-of-the-art work. The recent work that we studied for tags based work 

reference is (Laurier et al., 2009); the paper is entitled “Music Mood Representations 

from Social Tags”. For tags resource, Last.fm was used. The paper used Latent Semantic 

Analysis (LSA) to generate mood space and by the representation attempted to show the 

consistency between the community and experts. The results were encouraging and 

suggested strongly that tags can be used for Music Mood Classification. 
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Chapter 4 

Proposed Method 

In this chapter we will focus on the architecture and algorithm of the classification 

system. As discussed earlier, our method can be divided into 4 major parts. Firstly due to 

the inevitable noise present in the tags pool we have to clean them. The second part we 

will delve into generating clusters from the clean tags. This subsection gives a strong 

foundation to the framework of the project. After that we will present our algorithm to 

classify lyrics. This subsection will explore and utilize basic text mining techniques to 

extract as much semantic information as possible. Finally, the last subsection will do the 

ultimate tag filtering and probability computations will evaluate the accuracy. 

 

4.1 Refining tags 

The submission of tags is done regularly and by a large number of users on the internet. 

The most common issue with the submitted tags is spelling mistakes, slangs and use of 

abbreviations. These tags are in the same group as other useful tags. Before we can do 

any further processing of the tags we need to refine the erroneous tags right away. 

We use a standard dictionary WordNet, (Fellbaum, 1998) for the refining work. 

WordNet is a lexical database developed in Princeton University by George A. Miller. 

WordNet is used commonly in research related to information sciences as it deals with 

both lexical and semantic relationship between word sets. We will use WordNet and 

various WordNet based algorithms in our work. 
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Another concept we need to know is “Levenshtein distance”. It is defined as the 

least number of transformations required to change one string to another. The allowed 

edits are insertion, deletion or substitution. We apply the Levenshtein distance in the 

WordNet for finding similarities between tag and a word. We choose the word with 

highest similarity to the tag as the correct word for that tag from the WordNet ontology. 

There are cases possible in which there will be multiple candidates having high similarity 

characteristics to the tag. We select only one of the candidates to replace the tag.  

In the pursuit of refining incorrect tags, we use a phonetic algorithm 

“Metaphone”. Metaphone algorithm was published by Lawrence Philips in 1990 works 

by indexing words based on their pronunciation. In our collection of tags we observed 

errors in tags caused by similar pronunciation of the tag to the original correct word. 

Metaphone algorithm changed the characters in the wrong tag to other characters that 

made the tag correctly spelled according to the dictionary. An example of Metaphone 

algorithm in action would be transforming characters such as ck to k and ph to f. The 

correction in the proposed method is done by inverse transformation of Metaphone 

algorithm 

The user submitted tags can range from the information about the song title, 

genre, year, artist name etc. to their subjective opinion of the song like awesome, great 

tune,  love  it  etc. Our main goal is to extract tags pertaining to mood and topic of the 

song. Hence, any other tag not related to mood or topic information needs to be 

eliminated from the collection. The method to tackle elimination of each unnecessary 

type of tag is as follows: 
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The “year” tags that generally represents the release year of the song/album can 

be very easily deleted as these are the only numerical tags in the collection of words. To 

handle the case of tags related to genre and instruments we use lexicon described in 

(Wang et al., 2010). The paper by (Wang et al., 2010) had successfully mapped social 

tags to a predefined taxonomy hence allowing the capability of recognizing high level 

semantic information. Thus, by applying the ontology-based methods we successfully got 

rid of genre and instrument related tags.  

The tags related to artist name are also easily recognizable as they are accessible 

from Last.fm. Once recognized the removal process is quite straightforward. Now we 

direct our focus towards a tricky set of tags, namely opinion tags. The opinion tags in the 

collection are usually subjective, i.e. they differ according to different users. The 

information imparted by opinion tags is not useful at all for music retrieval or 

classification because individual users may have conflicting views towards the song for 

instance, one user may love the song while the other might dislike it. We deal with these 

tags by collecting all the opinion words either manually for a small dataset or by using 

WordNet-Affect, an extension of WordNet.  In WordNet-Affect, we have A-labels also 

known as emotion categories that are suitably organized to cover all classes of emotion. 

Specifically, since we are looking for affective meaning imparted by the word, WordNet-

Affect allows us to identify between direct affective words and indirect affective words. 

The distinction based on semantic similarity can be applied to identify and remove 

opinion words. 
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4.2 Creating clusters of tags 

In the first subsection we used WordNet and other resources to successfully clean our 

collection of tags and get mood and topic related tags. The next step would be to create 

clusters of the noise free tags. The method we employed generates the category 

automatically as opposed to some predefined category. If we analyze carefully, 

predefined categories does not have the same effectiveness in representation of songs. 

Since our method will see the majority of its usage in Music Information Retrieval 

systems, predefined categories’ lacking in proximity with user queries will be an issue. 

With automatically generated categories, the classification results can be easily mapped 

to tags and because most of the user queries are based on tags we observe effective Music 

Information Retrieval performance. The idea behind this step is when we have a large 

collection of tags, if we create clusters of tags in which each cluster has tags related to 

each other through some semantic similarity then that cluster will most likely represent a 

specific concept.   

Now to actually generate these clusters we used WordNet Similarity module 

(Pedersen et. al, 2004). WordNet::Similarity provides us to measure the semantic 

similarity and relatedness between concepts and words. The main lexical database is 

WordNet as discussed earlier. Since our goal is to look for semantic similarity and 

WordNet::Similarity has six measures of similarity (three of which are dependent on path 

lengths between concepts and other three are dependent on information content). We 

chose Vector algorithm to assess the similarity by computing the longest common path of 

any two words’ parent paths. The length of common path can be defined as the similarity 

of the two words/concepts based on semantics. We modified one of the sample perl files 
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as shown in Figure 4.1 and implemented it on the tags to get the similarity values along 

with a proper error report for tags that couldn’t find a match in the WordNet database.  

 

Figure 4.1: WordNet::Similarity Perl script for Vector Algorithm. 

After the similarity values of tags with one another are evaluated, we propose the 

scheme to visualize the results from the Vector algorithm. We obtained a similarity 

matrix with various tags and distances between them, the numerical values can be used to 

build a tree. Considering each tag as a node and the inverse of similarity value (distance) 

is viewed as an edge, we can successfully transform the matrix into a complete graph. 

Moving on to the actual creation of tag clusters we use Hierarchical Clustering method. 

The Figure 4.2 shows the step in coding where we use the Similarity Matrix for creating 

tags cluster.  
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Figure 4.2: Applying hierarchical clustering to create tag clusters 

 

Hierarchical Clustering is a very commonly used method of clustering in the field 

of data segmentation. The main goal in cluster analysis is to segment a collection of 

objects, in our case tags, into various clusters such that within each cluster the objects 

have high proximity and relation. The way Hierarchical Clustering works, the 

partitioning of data into a specific cluster is not done in a single step but a sequence of 

steps. The end result of which may be a particular cluster accommodating all objects or 

having equal number of clusters to the number of objects. Two types of Hierarchical 

clustering methods are Agglomerative and Divisive. In the agglomerative method each 

object starts in its own cluster and then pairwise merging moves the hierarchy upwards. 

In divisive method all objects start in a single cluster then repeated divisions performed 
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successively to obtain fewer clusters. The agglomerative method is used more commonly. 

Before applying the clustering we convert the complete graph into minimum spanning 

tree using Kruskal’s algorithm.  

 

Figure 4.3: Cluster structure (black) and optimum threshold setting (red). 

In classic hierarchical clustering method if we have a minimum spanning tree, any 

edge that has a higher value than the threshold is removed and the different subtrees 

remaining are treated as clusters. The Figure 4.3 shows how the cluster structure for our 

tags look like, the reason for it being WordNet has a tree like structure. This makes it 

imperative to choose the threshold value to remove edges. As evident in Figure 4.3, if the 

threshold is assigned a lower value as in dotted line 1, the clusters will end up being too 

general and no specific concept will be shared by the members of the cluster. The 

example of that could be two conflicting mood type tags appearing the same cluster 

which is not desirable for most retrieval systems. On the other hand, if the threshold is set 

to a higher value like dotted dash 3, the clusters will be too specific. The examples for 
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this would contain clusters with single data object again deceiving the purpose. When the 

threshold is assigned according to dotted line 2, we lose one cluster and 2 nodes. 

Therefore, the clusters that are produced must be handled and combined properly. The 

results need to be studied for each threshold value and as shown by the red line in the 

figure a minimum and maximum threshold needs to be set; hence we can get the desired 

clustering results.  

Algorithm 1 below shows here how to cluster tags after a minimum spanning tree 

has been created from the graph. The algorithm below takes as input the minimum and 

maximum threshold values that are decided by observing various clustering results. The 

process starts by initializing a cluster list to retain the various output clusters. The 

algorithm also starts of by initializing tags set to store the tags. The first for loop goes 

from maximum threshold to minimum threshold and collects all the cluster results by 

cutting off edges. The clusters that contain only one member are discarded. All the 

iterations generate a new clusters list. Now to handle clusters, we use the nested loops 

shown below. The first loop iterates through the m clusters list.  In second loop, we go 

through each cluster in the cluster list. The third and the innermost loop iterates through 

the tags in the cluster. Each tag is checked if it belongs in tags set S, if not the tag is 

added into the cluster. In the end we merge the clusters containing single member into its 

neighboring cluster. We will also be using cluster ID as the label.  
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Algorithm 1: Generating and Combining hierarchical clusters (based on different 
thresholds) 

 
Input: Minimum spanning treeT , minimum threshold min , maximum threshold max   

Output: Clusters  1 2 n  C c c c   

Process:  
Initialize clusters list  1 2C    mC C C  to record clustering result with different 

threshold;  
Initialize tags set S   
for thres  = max  to min   

Cut off edges whose weight is less than thres inT ;  
Collect members of every cluster;  
Remove clusters that contain only one member;  
Generate clusters iC ;  

end 
for 1i   to m  do 
    for 1j   to size of iC do 

        New clusterc ;  
        for 1k   to size of jc  do 

              if ktag S  then 

                  Add ktag  intoc ;  

                  Add ktag  into S ; 

             end 
        end 
       Add c  intoC ;  
  end 
end 
Merge the cluster pc  that has only one member into the cluster qc  that contains sibling 

nodes of pc ;  

return  C  

 
 

4.3 Lyrics mining for the classification problem 

From the section 4.2 we can get automatically generated categories from the minimum 

spanning tree after the algorithm was applied. Now the problem statement changes to a 
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classification problem. The reason being we collected a large number of tags, 

successfully created clusters in which the tags share certain semantic properties, now we 

must classify a song to the correct category it belongs to with the use of lyrics as a 

feature. In Music Mood Classification and Music Information Retrieval, lyric is an 

important feature that in many occasions have outperformed acoustic features. The 

availability of this resource is very convenient. There are many leading websites that 

contain lyrics in text forms and you can download them manually by parsing the html 

files. It is easy to implement and updating the lyrics content is relatively easy too.  

Our method looks for tags related to mood and topic, the categories were 

generated based on mood and topic, thus our resource for classification purpose must 

express this music information too. Thus, we choose lyric feature that have been 

concluded to suggest the mood and topic information in (Hu, Downie & Ehmann, 2009).  

There are plenty of text documents that are always mined for information, for 

instance blogs, news articles, emails, medical documents, reviews etc. Lyrics are in the 

same group as text documents that are mined but they have certain differing properties. 

The lyrics have shorter lengths and lack any grammatical structure (Hu, Chen & Yang, 

2009). Hence, it is difficult to extract information from lyrics.  The attribute of having 

short length has a negative effect because in order to properly take care of all the different 

words that occur in the lyrics we prefer to have a long vector with the number of features 

up to a few thousand. However, the actual lyric length is small and for a vector in the 

lyric we get hardly a hundred or so cells with non-zero value. This brings about the data 

sparseness problem.  
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In our method lyrics are represented by a vector consisting of real values. Similar 

to data mining, lyrics’ mining also requires preprocessing of the lyrics documents prior to 

analysis of the data for representation. The main part in preprocessing is to clean the data, 

which for lyrics consists of word correction, notation removing and stemming. The 

preprocessing steps are done in RapidMiner as shown in Figure 4.4: 

 

Figure 4.4: Preprocessing done in RapidMiner 

The first step transforms documents into words; the tokenization is done by the 

second operator which carries the task of dividing any sentence into pieces, called tokens, 

and at the same time getting rid of certain characters, such as punctuation. The third 

operator is for the purpose of stemming. Stemming is the reduction of a word to its basic 

root. For instance, swimming, swimmer will be reduced to swim.  

For text representation generally documents can be represented as feature vectors. 

The weight given to each feature may vary. The most commonly used TF-IDF (term 
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frequency-inverse document frequency) scheme is used for text representation. Since we 

already have the extracted lyrics dataset and corresponding vectors, TF-IDF is used to set 

the values of the vectors. The equations are shown below: 
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where, in a specific document jd  and i jn   is the number of occurrences of the 

term it  in document jd  ,  tf idf
i j

  indicates the measure of importance of the term 

in the document. The symbol D  represents the total number of documents in the 

collection and i jj t d 
 
 
   is the number of documents where the term it  appears in a 

specific document. 

 As discussed previously in this section, data sparseness problem has been known 

to affect the method due to the presence of the redundant purposeless features. The 

problem needs to be dealt by trying to remove as many unnecessary features and thus 

strengthening the classification process. Feature Selection is the technique to successfully 

reduce the features and select meaningful and purposeful attributes. Since TF-IDF 

method gives us a measure of how important the term is in document, we get plenty of 

values for terms and we don’t need all of them for classification purpose. The feature 

reduction method we decided to implement is Chi-square, 2 static. For any term present 
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in the lyric the importance regarding the classification is weighted by 2 static. The 

equations below represent the capability of term t to identify a class c.  

     
     

2

2 A B C D AD CB
t c

A C B D A B C D


   
 

   
 

i iA D d c t d      

i iB D d c t d      

i iC D d c t d      

i iD D d c t d      

 

 We find the 2  static for term t, i.e.,  2 t  by computing the maximum value of 

static value among all the classes, the equation is shown below: 

   2 2
max i

i
t t c    

We keep as feature, terms which has  2 t  value over the threshold value.  

Feature selection generally enhances speeds up and improves the classification 

process but what we discovered was loss of a portion of semantic information along with 

the valid value in the vector being reduced. The experiments were performed for distinct 

magnitudes of portion of features used to represent the lyrics. The results indicated that 

making the feature selection stringent by assigning a higher threshold value the 

classification performance declined whereas when a larger portion of features are used 

the performance shows some progress. 
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Hence, we introduce extension of semantic information. The concept is very 

simple; a lyric when extends the semantic information of another lyric, the valid value in 

the vector increases and the lyrics information is expressed suitably. This can be 

explained clearly by an example, for instance, a particular lyric has words like cry, 

heartbreak, gloomy but does not have the word sad and another lyric contains the word 

sad and resembles the previous lyric in terms of semantic information. We can extend 

the first lyric and add sad into it. With experimental results we were confirmed that by 

adding lyrics extension the classification performance improved as the probability values 

for identifying the correct class increased.  

 After feature selection is applied we observe that lyrics with similarities form a 

cluster and the centroid of the cluster is a mixture of the content of the lyrics present in 

the cluster.  The centroid is just another instance object from the cluster but it shares 

contents from other members of the cluster. To cluster the lyrics we will be applying 

CLOPE, (Yang et. al, 2002). The Figure 4.5 below shows the various operators in 

RapidMiner that does preprocessing, feature selection, apply Chi square method and also 

the CLOPE clustering method. The output is used in evaluating probability values. 
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Figure 4.5: Feature selection and CLOPE clustering in RapidMiner. 

CLOPE is a clustering algorithm which we will discuss in detail. The reason for 

choosing this particular clustering algorithm and how to utilize the result of the algorithm 

involved are shown below. The most distinguishing feature of CLOPE is that we don’t 

need to assign the number of clusters as opposed to say K-Means clustering algorithm. It 

is successfully capable of representing the lyrics in feature space. In (Yang et. al, 2002) 

we see that CLOPE is used as an algorithm for transactional data. The work also shows 

that CLOPE works effectively for transactional data, if we can show parallels between 

transactional data and lyrics data we can justify the choice made for clustering algorithm. 

Firstly, transactional data has large volume and high dimensionality so does the lyrics 

data. Secondly, transactional data is numerically represented with vectors containing all 

the products and cells representing the amount of an item purchased. This representation 

causes vector to be quite long but the cells containing non-zero values are limited. 
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Similarly for lyrics data we discussed how due the short length of the lyrics we end up 

having fewer non zero cells in the large vectors. Thus, we can make a comfortable 

analogy of the lyrics being similar to the transaction and the features being similar to the 

products involved in the transaction. 

 CLOPE as discussed in (Yang et. al, 2002) employs a global criterion function. 

The function increases the intra-cluster overlapping of the transaction items by increasing 

the height to width ratio of cluster histogram. We can safely conclude that CLOPE is the 

correct choice for the data we have and the goals we want to achieve. 

 Subsequently, the CLOPE clustering process will provide us with various lyrics 

clusters and within each cluster the lyrics may or may not belong to the same class. We 

still observe one majority class occurring maximum number of times. Now that we have 

taken all the suitable measures to improve the classification performance let us take a 

look at the steps involved. 

Firstly, to evaluate the probability that a class i  given a cluster j is: 
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Now, for a test lyric x and the centroid of a cluster j ,  we can compute the 

similarity between the two by measuring the cosine distance. The probability value of the 

cluster j  given test lyric is estimated by the cosine distance: 
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 To find the probability of a specific class i  given an instance lyric x we have to 

use Probabilistic classifier theory also known as Naïve Bayes method.  

   i i jj
p x p x      

   i j jj
p x p x       

 i j jj
p p x 

 
 

      

The probability value obtained by the above equations are then utilized for 

achieving the main task of the project, i.e., to establish the accuracy of tags that are 

labeled for the lyric. This is explained in the next section. 

 

4.4 Recognizing the true tags 

The last subsection of this chapter will discuss the last step in our proposed method. To 

summarize, we have all the lyrics categorized automatically and each class contains its 

own set of tags from the cluster of tags. The similarity between the tag belonging to a 

particular song and all the tags present in the cluster are evaluated. The equation used for 

this purpose is shown next: 

 

 On the left hand side we have  p correct t  that represents the probability value 

of the tag being tested is the correct one. An optimum threshold value is selected, when it 

   max max |j i i
i j

p correct tag x sim tag t p x
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exceeds the probability value we can consider the tag to be actually useful and imparting 

the information related to topic and mood. 
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Chapter 5 

Experiments and Results 

5.1 Building the dataset 

For the method discussed in chapter 4, we now look into the experiments performed 

using actual training and test data sets. The resources used for experimenting are 

available online for use. The algorithms and equations discussed in last chapter are 

implemented here. 

 Firstly, we downloaded lyrics online from the website www.azlyrics.com, a 

popular website with a huge collection of more than 100,000 lyrics. The lyrics were 

parsed from the html files by using Java code. The screenshot below shows the lyrics 

being downloaded, all lyrics were in English language and lyrics with multi-lingual text 

had to be removed.  

Figure 5.1: Collection of lyrics from HTML parsing. 
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For tags we used Last.fm, an online resource for tags on album, artist, songs, mood, topic 

etc. The tags are extracted by generating the URL for the song.  As shown in the Figure 

5.2, using the artist and song title that we know from the lyrics file, we can parse the html 

file to get all the tags available for the song.  

 

Figure 5.2: Collection of tags from Last.fm 

Figure 5.3: Tags collected are stored in a text file 
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The tags are stored in a text file as shown in Figure 5.3. The tags are represented 

according to song file names. For further analysis, the data can always be transferred to 

easily readable platforms like Microsoft Excel. 

5.2 Tags clustering results 

We compiled 309 songs for our experiment. The focus was for the dataset to consist of 

different genre and artists hence the mood and topic can range onto number of categories. 

Out of the 309 songs, 125 songs consisted of conflicting tags. The tags were representing 

information exactly opposite to each other, for instance happy and sad, and our 

experiments must succeed in correcting songs with opposing tags. 

 As shown above the tags that were collected were cleaned for any spelling 

mistakes, abbreviations, opinion related tags etc. There were 262 tags remaining after the 

refining process. 

Figure 5.4: WordNet::Similarity Perl script output 
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 We generate results for every part of speech (e.g. verb, noun, adjective etc.) and 

we get different values as seen in Figure 5.4 and we keep the highest one. The similarity 

matrix generated is converted to a complete graph and undergoes Hierarchical Clustering. 

The purpose of clustering method is to generate a minimum spanning tree. Based on 

concepts discussed in section 4.2, we perform several experiments on the tree to assign 

the minimum threshold value as 0.03 and maximum threshold value as 0.08. Algorithm 1 

as discussed in last chapter will give us the result, i.e., 19 clusters containing 112 tags. In 

table 5.1, we can see a portion of result. 

 

Cluster Social tags 
1 painful wrenching  
2 rage pissed poignant wistful sadness anger ...  
3 depressing depressingly  
4 funny stories  
5 drama dramatic melodramatic  
6 glad peace enjoyable joyful happiness happy  
7 Jesus Christ  
8 relaxed relax comfort  
9 aggressive energetic  
10 relaxing passionate haunting  
11 lover intimate  
12 venomous hurt  
13 praise enchanting sensual survive fun ...  
14 bouncy positive cheer cheerful upbeat  
15 motivate driven  
16 romantic romance  
17 bitter miserable nostalgic crying sentimental ...  
18 hopeful inspiring inspirational inspiration  
19 courage encouraging faith  

 

Table 5.1: The clusters of social tags 
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5.3 Lyrics classification and correctness evaluation results 

The penultimate step in our method is to cluster the lyrics using CLOPE clustering 

method. We use TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) to describe text 

feature. The output from the CLOPE clustering method gives us the information about 

which and how many tag clusters does the lyric belong too. Figure 5.5 shows the output 

in data view. The label column shows which class the lyric belongs to. The last column 

shows the cluster ID of the lyric.  The lyrics that are clustered together also represent one 

majority class. The output shows we have 13 clusters of lyrics. 

  

Figure 5.5: Output of the CLOPE clustering method on RapidMiner  
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The tags are enumerated in the clusters and the Table 5.2 shows occurrence of a 

lyric in tag classes and in the lyric cluster. The rows of the table are represented by i  

and columns are represented by j . For instance, if the song is classified to tag classes 

13  and 14  also the lyric for the song belong to the cluster 2 . As a result we will 

increment the cell value of   13 2   and  14 2   by one. The table values obtained by 

the experiment are: 

 

    i j 
 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 4 3 18 11 11 22 6 33 6 0 4 1
3 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 7 0 0 1 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 35 10 5 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2
7 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 3
8 8 16 5 7 3 5 0 2 3 0 0 0 0
9 3 1 1 1 0 3 5 1 3 2 0 0 0
10 6 20 5 2 2 1 1 1 3 0 0 0 0
11 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 19 25 20 17 16 10 7 9 7 3 4 9 0
14 9 8 3 9 5 7 6 4 0 0 2 0 0
15 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
16 7 12 6 11 9 11 1 0 0 0 6 0 0
17 4 3 5 1 0 4 7 0 0 0 1 0 0
18 8 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
19 54 36 9 5 10 6 0 0 0 0 3 0 0

 

Table 5.2: Distribution of tags among lyric clusters 
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The table clearly shows each lyric cluster has one major class or multiple classes 

with similar mood and topic. For instance, class 6, 13 and 19 all represent positive mood 

information that can be present in multiple lyrics. In the latter case the centroid of a 

cluster is just viewed as extension of cluster’s members. The final step in experimentation 

is the 5-cross validation of the data and we get the result show in Table 5.3.  

 

 

 Songs with incorrect tags  Songs without incorrect tags  

Precision 0.7264 0.9458 

Recall 0.8965 0.9458 

F-measure 0.8025 0.9458 

 

Table 5.3 Experimental results of tag identification 
 

  
We compute the Precision, Recall and F-measure to validate the experiments and 

divide the results into two categories. The column results for songs with incorrect tags 

give us the true idea of the success of method employed. The results are on the higher 

percentile and suggest an effective performance. Highly relevant results were received 

and a small amount of data was missed, hence we get a high F-measure value.  
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Chapter 6   

Conclusions 

This thesis delineated a new approach in filtering social tags for the purpose of Music 

Information Retrieval and Music Mood classification. The goal was to reach a robust and 

scalable algorithm that integrated different useful ideas and provided high performance. 

The source code was written purely in Java and using modules from Perl and general data 

mining software, method was implemented with convenience. The idea was to involve 

lyrics and social tags within a novel architecture. The song after undergoing classification 

into an automatically generated category, allows us to compare tags with other tags in the 

class and decide whether the tag belongs to mood and topic or not. 

 Based on the experimental results, we can confidently conclude that desired set of 

goals for building the method has been achieved. We can see the results were great for 

both songs with and without any erroneous tags. The test and training data included songs 

from different genres to make sure we get different moods and topic information.  

 The future work may include increasing the dataset size and building a MIR 

system that is solely based on the proposed method. Hence, we can better evaluate the 

approach for wider applications.  
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